Abstract. Next-generation computational sciences feature large-scale workflows of many computing modules that must be deployed and executed in distributed network environments. With limited computing resources, it is often unavoidable to map multiple workflow modules to the same computer node with possible concurrent module execution, whose scheduling may significantly affect the workflow's end-to-end performance in the network. We formulate this on-node workflow scheduling problem as an optimization problem and prove it to be NPcomplete. We then conduct a deep investigation into workflow execution dynamics and propose a Critical Path-based Priority Scheduling (CPPS) algorithm to achieve Minimum End-to-end Delay (MED) under a given workflow mapping scheme. The performance superiority of the proposed CPPS algorithm is illustrated by extensive simulation results in comparison with a traditional fair-share (FS) scheduling policy and is further verified by proof-of-concept experiments based on a real-life scientific workflow for climate modeling deployed and executed in a testbed network.
Introduction
Next-generation computational sciences typically involve complex modeling, largescale simulations, and sophisticated experiments in studying physical phenomena, chemical reactions, biological processes, and climatic changes [13, 25] . The processing and analysis of simulation or experimental datasets generated in these scientific applications require the construction and execution of domain-specific workflows consisting of many interdependent computing modules 1 in distributed network environments such as Grids or clouds for collaborative research and discovery. The network performance of such scientific workflows plays a critical role in the success of targeted science missions.
The computing workflows of scientific applications are often modeled as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) where vertices represent computing modules and edges represent execution precedence and data flow between adjacent modules, and could be managed and executed by either special-or general-purpose workflow engines such as Condor/DAGMan [1] , Kepler [23] , Pegasus [12] , Triana [11] , and Sedna [31] . In practice, workflow systems employ a static or dynamic mapping scheme to select an appropriate set of computer nodes in the network to run workflow modules to meet a certain performance requirement. No matter which type of mapping scheme is applied, it is often unavoidable to map multiple modules to the same node (i.e. node reuse) for better utilization of limited computing resources, leading to possible concurrent module execution. For example, in unitary processing applications that perform one-time data processing, workflow modules may run concurrently if they are independent of each other 2 ; while in streaming applications with serial input data, even modules with dependency may run concurrently to process different instances of the data. Of course, concurrent modules on the same node may not always share resources if their execution times do not overlap completely due to their misaligned start or end times. The same is also true for concurrent data transfers. Generally, in the case of concurrent module execution, the node's computing resources are allocated by kernel-level CPU scheduling policies such as the round-robin algorithm to ensure fine-grained fair share (FS). Similarly, a network link's bandwidth is also fairly shared by multiple independent data transfers that take place concurrently over the same link through the use of the widely deployed TCP or TCP-friendly transport methods. Such system-inherent fair-share scheduling mechanisms could reduce the development efforts of workflow systems, but may not always yield the best workflow performance, especially in distributed environments. We shall use an extremely simplified numerical example to illustrate the effect of on-node workflow scheduling.
As shown in Fig. 1 , a workflow consisting of five modules is mapped to a network consisting of four nodes. For simplicity, we only consider the execution time of Modules 1, 2, and 3. With a fair-share scheduler, the workflow takes 15 seconds to complete along the critical path (i.e. the longest path of execution time) consisting of Modules 0, 1, 3, and 4. However, if we let Module 1 execute exclusively ahead of Module 2, the completion time of the entire workflow is cut down to 10 seconds. This example reveals that the workflow performance could be significantly improved if concurrent modules on the same node are carefully scheduled.
The work in this paper is focused on task scheduling for Minimum End-to-end Delay (MED) in unitary processing applications under a given workflow mapping scheme. We formulate this on-node workflow scheduling problem as an optimization problem and prove it to be NP-complete. Based on the exact End-to-end Delay (ED) calculation algorithm, extED [17] , we conduct a deep investigation into workflow execution dynamics and propose a Critical Path-based Priority Scheduling (CPPS) algorithm that allocates the node's computing resources to multiple concurrent modules assigned by the given mapping scheme to the same node to minimize the ED of a distributed workflow. We also provide an analytical upper bound of the ED performance improvement when the critical path remains fixed during workflow scheduling. The proposed CPPS algorithm is implemented and tested in both simulated and experimental network environments. The performance superiority of CPPS is illustrated by extensive simulation results in comparison with a traditional fair-share scheduling policy, and is further verified by proof-of-concept experiments based on a real-life scientific workflow for climate modeling deployed and executed in a testbed network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we conduct a survey of related work on both workflow mapping and scheduling. In Section 3, we provide a formal definition of the workflow scheduling problem under study. In Section 4, we design the CPPS algorithm. In Section 5, we implement the proposed algorithm and present both simulation and experimental results. We conclude our work in Section 6.
Related Work
In this section, we provide a brief survey of related work on workflow optimization. There are two aspects of optimizing distributed tasks to improve the performance of scientific workflows: i) assigning the component modules in a workflow to suitable resources, referred to as workflow mapping 3 , and ii) deciding the execution order and resource sharing policy among concurrent modules on computer nodes or processors, referred to as workflow/task scheduling. Both problems have been extensively studied in various contexts due to their theoretical significance and practical importance [7, 28, 30] .
When network resources were still scarce in early years, workflow modules were often mapped to homogeneous systems such as multiprocessors [6, 22] . As distributed computing platforms such as Grids and clouds are rapidly developed and deployed, research efforts have shifted to workflow mapping in heterogeneous environments to utilize distributed resources at different geographical locations across wide-area networks [8, 9, 28] . However, several of these studies assume that computer networks are fully connected [30] or only consider independent tasks in the workflow [10] . These assumptions are reasonable under certain circumstances, but may not sufficiently model the complexity of real-life applications in wide-area networks. In real workflow systems, a greedy or similar type of approach is often employed for workflow mapping. For instance, Condor implements a matchmaking algorithm that utilizes classified advertisements (ClassAds) mechanism for mapping user's applications to suitable server machines [27] . Most existing mapping algorithms are centralized, but decentralized methods are desired for higher scalability. More recently, Rahman et al. proposed an approach to workflow mapping in a dynamic and distributed Grid environment using a Distributed Hash Table ( DHT) based d-dimensional logical index space [26] .
Considering the limit in the scope and amount of networked resources, a reasonable workflow mapping algorithm inevitably results in a mapping scheme where multiple modules are mapped to the same node, which necessitates the scheduling of concurrent modules. On-node processor scheduling has been a traditional research subject for several decades, and many algorithms have been proposed ranging from proportional, priority-based, to fair share [18, 19] , to solve scheduling problems under different constraints with different objectives. Most traditional processor scheduling algorithms consider multiple independent processes running on a single CPU with a goal to optimize the waiting time, response time, and turnaround time of individual processes, or the throughput of the system. The multi-processor and multi-core scheduling on modern machines has attracted an increasing amount of attention in recent years [21, 24] .
Our work is focused on a particular scheduling problem to achieve MED of a DAGstructured workflow in distributed environments under a given mapping scheme. A similar DAG-structured project planning problem dated back to late 1950's and was tackled using Program/Project Evaluation Review Technique and Critical Path Method (PERT/CPM) [14, 20] . PERM is a method to analyze the involved tasks in completing a given project and identify the minimum time needed to complete the total project. CPM calculates the longest path of planned activities to the end of the project, and the earliest and latest that each activity can start and finish without making the project longer. The workflow scheduling problem differs from the project planning problem in that the computing resources are shared among concurrent modules and the execution time of each individual module is unknown until a particular task scheduling scheme is determined. This type of scheduling problems are generally NP-complete. Garey et al. compiled a great collection of similar or related multi-processor scheduling problems in [15] , which were tackled by various heuristics such as list scheduling and simple level algorithm [16] .
In practical system implementations, concurrent tasks are always assigned the same running priority since the fair share of CPU cycles is well supported by modern operating systems that employ a round-robin type of scheduling algorithms. However, in this paper, we go beyond the system-inherent fair-share scheduling to further improve the end-to-end performance of scientific workflows through the use of an on-node scheduling strategy taking into account the global workflow structure and resource sharing dynamics in distributed environments.
In this section, we construct analytical cost models and formulate the workflow scheduling problem, which is proved to be NP-complete.
Cost Models
We model a workflow as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) G w = (V w , E w ), |V w | = m, where vertices represent computing modules starting from the start module w 0 to the end module w m−1 . A directed edge e i, j ∈ E w represents the dependency between a pair of adjacent modules w i and w j . Module w receives a data input of size z from each of its preceding modules and performs a predefined computing routine, whose computing requirement (CR) or workload is modeled as a function of the aggregate input data sizes. Module w sends a data output to each of its succeeding modules after it completes its execution. In this workflow model, we consider a module as the minimal execution unit, and ignore the inter-module communication cost on the same node. For a workflow with multiple start/end modules, we can always convert it to this model by adding a virtual start/end module with CR = 0 and connected to all the original start/end modules with data transfer size z = 0.
We model an overlay computer network as an arbitrary weighted graph G c = (V c , E c ), consisting of |V c | = n nodes interconnected by |E c | overlay links. A normalized variable PP i is used to represent the overall processing power of node v i without specifying its detailed system resources. Link l i, j from v i to v j is associated with a certain bandwidth b i, j . It is assumed that the start module w 0 serves as a data source on the source node v s without any computation to supply all initial data needed by the application and the end module w m−1 performs a terminal task on the destination node v d without any further data transfer.
Based on the above models, we can use an existing mapping algorithm to compute a mapping scheme under the following constraints on workflow mapping and execution/transfer precedence [17] :
-Each module/edge is required to be mapped to only one node/link. -A computing module cannot start execution until all its required input data arrive.
-A dependency edge cannot start data transfer until its preceding module finished execution. A mapping scheme M : G w → G c is mathematically defined as follows:
Once a mapping scheme is obtained, we can further convert the above workflow and network models to virtual graphs as follows: each dependency edge in the workflow is replaced with a virtual module whose computational workload is equal to the corresponding data size, and each mapped network link is replaced by a virtual node whose processing power is equal to the corresponding bandwidth. This conversion facilitates workflow scheduling as we only need to focus on the module execution time. We use t s w and t f w to denote the execution start and finish time of module w. For convenience, we tabulate the notations used in the cost models in Table 1 , some of which will be used in the algorithm design.
Problem Definition
Since the start time of a module in the workflow depends on the end time of its preceding module(s), even independent modules assigned to the same node may not always run in parallel. Therefore, task scheduling is only applicable to concurrent modules that run simultaneously at least for a certain period of time. We formally define the On-Node Workflow Scheduling (ONWS) problem as follows: 
NP-Completeness Proof
We first transform the original ONWS problem to its decision version, referred to as ONWS-Decision, with a set of notations commonly adopted in the definitions of traditional multi-processor scheduling problems in the literature.
Definition 2. (ONWS-Decision) Given a set T of tasks t, each having a length(t) and executed by a specific processor p(t), a number m ∈ Z + of processors, partial order ≺ on T, and an overall deadline D ∈ Z + , is there an m-processor preemptive schedule for T that obeys the precedence constraints and meets the overall deadline?
Note that in Definition 2, the workflow in the original ONWS problem is expressed as a set of tasks with a partial-order relation and the given mapping scheme is expressed as a set of node assignments or requirements for all tasks. Also, we consider preemptive scheduling in our problem. The difficulty of ONWS-Decision is given by Theorem 1, which is proved by showing that the m-processor bound unit execution time (MBUET) system scheduling problem in [16] , an existing NP-complete problem as defined in Definition 3, is a special case of ONWS-Decision.
Definition 3. (MBUET) Given a set T of tasks, each having length(t) = 1 (unit execution time) and executed by a specific processor p(t), an arbitrary number m ∈ Z + of processors, partial order ≺ of a forest on T, and an overall deadline D ∈ Z + , is there an m-processor schedule for T that obeys the precedence constraints and meets the overall deadline?

Theorem 1. The ONWS-Decision problem is NP-complete.
Proof. Obviously, the MBUET scheduling problem is a special type of ONWS-Decision problem with length(t) restricted to be 1 for all tasks t ∈ T and partial order ≺ restricted to be a forest. For preemptive scheduling as considered in ONWS-Decision, a task is not required to finish completely without any interruption once it starts execution. However, if we restrict the length of all tasks to be 1 (the smallest unit of time) in the input of ONWS-Decision, each task would finish in its entirety once it is assigned to the designated processor for execution. Moreover, the partial order ≺ of a forest is a special DAG structure of workflow topology. Therefore, the MBUET problem polynomially transforms to the preemptive ONWS-Decision scheduling problem. Since MBUET is NP-complete [16] , the general ONWS-Decision problem is also NP-complete. The validity of the NP-completeness proof by restriction is established in [15] , where "restriction" constrains the given, not the question of a problem.
Algorithm Design
Analysis of Resource Sharing Dynamics in Workflows
Since the end-to-end delay (ED) of a workflow is determined by its critical path, i.e. the path of the longest execution time, a general strategy for workflow scheduling is to reduce the execution time of critical modules (i.e. modules on the critical path) by allocating to them more resources than those non-critical modules that are running concurrently. Ideally, the MED would be achieved if all possible execution paths from the start module to the end module have the same length of execution time.
We first present a theorem on the resource sharing dynamics among the concurrent modules assigned to the same node, which will be used in the design of our scheduling algorithm.
Theorem 2. The finish time of the last completed module among k concurrent modules executed on the same node with a single fully-utilized processor of processing power PP is a constant,
Proof. Since the total workload of all k modules is fixed, i.e. ∑ k i=1 CR i , and the processor is fully operating, no matter how the modules are scheduled, the total execution time remains unchanged and is bounded by the finish time of the last completed module.
To understand the significance of workflow scheduling, we investigate a particular scheduling scenario shown in Fig. 2 where the best performance improvement could be achieved over a fair-share scheduling policy with the following conditions:
-There are k modules running concurrently on the same node v 1 during their entire execution time period; -Among k modules, one is a critical module and k − 1 are non-critical modules, and all of them are of the same computing requirement (CR); -Each non-critical module is the only module on its execution path (except for the start and end modules). Proof. We first justify that the conditions in Fig. 2 are necessary for achieving the upper bound of the workflow's MED improvement.
Let x be the original execution time of the critical module on v 1 using the fair-share scheduling policy. If there were any non-critical modules on v 1 that finished before x, even if we let the critical module w 1 run exclusively first, it would take longer than x k to complete. Thus, we would not be able to reduce the execution time of the critical module to the minimum time possible, i.e.
x k . On the other hand, if there were any noncritical modules on v 1 that finished after x, from Theorem 2, we know that the total execution time on this node would be greater than x, and hence we would not be able to reduce the length of the critical path to x.
The above discussion concludes that all k modules on node v 1 must share resources during their entire execution time and finish at the same time x to achieve the maximum possible reduction on the length of the critical path. Since we consider fair share as the comparison base in Theorem 2, the CRs of all k modules must also be identical. In this scheduling scenario, if we let the critical module w 1 execute exclusively first, its finish time t f w 1 would be reduced from x to x k , which is the best improvement possible with k concurrent modules on the same node.
We use y to denote the sum of the execution time for the rest of the modules on the critical path (excluding w 1 ). From Theorem 2, we have max(t f w i ) = x, i = 2, 3, . . . , k, which means that the latest finish time of the last completed non-critical module would be still x. Since the new length of the critical path (i.e. MED) becomes x k + y, the upper bound MED improvement is achieved if this new length is equal to the latest finish time of any non-critical module, i.e. 
Critical Path-based Priority Scheduling (CPPS) Algorithm
Output: the scheduling policies on all the mapping nodes. We propose a Critical Path-based Priority Scheduling (CPPS) algorithm to solve the ONWS problem. The CPPS algorithm produces a set of processor scheduling schemes for all mapping nodes that collectively cut down the execution length of the critical path in the entire workflow to achieve MED.
The pseudocode of the proposed CPPS algorithm is provided in Alg. 1, which first calculates the critical path based on the fair-share (FS) scheduling, and then uses Algs. 2 and 3 to compute the new task schedule of concurrent modules on each mapping node. In most cases, the new schedule outperforms the FS schedule. However, if the new schedule does not improve the MED performance, the CPPS algorithm simply rolls back to the FS schedule.
In Alg. 2, we calculate the independent set of each module in line 8 and find the set set 0 of modules with the earliest start time in line 12. If there is only one module in set 0 , this module is executed immediately; otherwise, a scheduling strategy needs to be decided. In line 18, we recalculate the percent of processing power that is allocated to those modules in set 0 . In lines 18-32, a new scheduling policy is generated and applied to all concurrent modules. 1: t s (set): the set of start times of all the modules in a set; 2: t f (set): the set of finish times of all the modules in a set; 3: ids(w): the independent set of module w on the same node (excluding w); 4: est(set) = {w| w ∈ set and t s w = min(t s (set))}, i.e. the set of modules with the earliest start time in a set; 5: ready(set) = {w| w ∈ set and w is "ready" to execute}; 6: T BF(w): the partial workload of module w to be finished; 7: for all module w i ∈ V w ′ do 8:
Algorithm 2 extEDOnNode(G
Find ids(w i ); 9:
Set w i as "un f inished"; 10: Set w 0 as "ready"; 11: while exist "un f inished" modules ∈ V w ′ do 12:
Find set 0 = est(ready(V w ′ )); 13:
for all module w i ∈ set 0 do 14:
if |ids(w i )| == 0 then 15:
Execute w i , calculate T CPPS (w i ) and set w i as " f inished"; 16: else 17:
Find set 1 = {w|w is "ready" and w ∈ est(ids(w i ) ∪ w i )}; 18:
Estimate t f (set 1 ); 20:
Find set 2 = {w | w ∈ ids(w i ) & w / ∈ set 1 , t s (w) < min(t f (set 1 )), and w is "ready" and "un f inished"}; 21: if |set 2 | > 0 then 22: for all module w j ∈ set 1 do 23:
From t s (w|w ∈ set 1 ) to min(t s (set 2 )): 1) finish part of T BF(w j ) with the new scheduling policy determined in line 18; 2) calculate the partial amount of T CPPS ; 24:
Update the new t s w j = min(t s (set 2 )); 25:
for all module w j ∈ set 1 do 27:
Execute w j , calculate T CPPS (w j ), and set w j as " f inished"; 29:
From t s (w|w ∈ set 1 ) to min(t f (set 1 )): 1) finish part of T BF(w j ) with the new scheduling policy determined in line 18; 2) calculate the partial amount of T CPPS ; 31:
Update the new t s w j = min(t f (set 1 )); 32:
Mark all ready modules as "ready"; 33: Compute the CP based on the time components T CPPS (w i ) for all w i ∈ V w ′ ; 34: return the ED T (CP CPPS ) of the mapped workflow. f lag = true; 25: ∆t Alg. 3 performs the actual on-node scheduling, where only two cases need to be considered: 1) when per(w cp ) is 100% and other per(w non cp ) is 0%, 2) when all per(w) are between 0 and 100%. Whenever possible, we wish to run the critical module exclusively first to cut down the length of the globe CP as much as possible. Accordingly, Alg. 2 considers the following two possible scenarios for all modules w i ∈ w i ∪ ids(w i ) depending on the output of Alg. 3: 1) When per(w cp ) = 100% and per(w non cp ) = 0: since Alg. 3 returns the ID of w cp , we execute the critical module w cp from the time point t s (w|w ∈ set 1 ) to min(t s (set 2 )) exclusively; while for other modules, we suspend them to wait for w cp to finish. During this period of time, w cp may be entirely or partially completed. We then execute all unfinished modules (their unfinished part T BF(w i )) that are mapped to node map(w cp ) in a fair-share manner until the number of concurrent modules assigned to this node changes again. 2) When all per(w) are between 0 and 100%: we execute each module with its own percent per(w i ) of resource allocation until the number of concurrent modules changes. We shall use a simple numerical example to illustrate the CPPS scheduling process. As shown in Fig. 3 , a computing workflow consisting of nine modules w 0 , w 1 , . . . , and w 8 is mapped to a computer network consisting of 5 nodes v s , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 and v d . The modules' computing requirements (CR) and the nodes' processing powers (PP) are marked accordingly except for the start/end modules mapped to the source/destination nodes, whose execution time is not considered (i.e. CR = 0).
Algorithm 3 OnNodeSchedule(G
As shown in Fig. 4 , we first compute the execution start and end time T FS : t s w |t f w of each module under the fair-share (FS) scheduling policy. In this scheduling scenario, the workflow takes 20 seconds to complete along the critical path (CP) consisting of modules w 0 , w 2 , w 4 , w 5 , w 7 , and w 8 . Now we describe the CPPS scheduling process. Fig. 5 illustrates the scheduling status when modules w 3 and w 4 are being scheduled in the CPPS algorithm. At this point of time, the left shadowed part has been scheduled by CPPS while the right shadowed part is still estimated based on FS. Note that the module start time t s w is always counted from the point when the module is ready to execute, not from the point when it actually starts execution. Right after w 1 finishes execution, both w 3 and w 4 are ready to execute with possible resource sharing. To decide the scheduling between them, we need to compute the longest (critical) path that traverses each of them by concatenating the left and right segments of its critical path. For w 3 , the length of its left CP segment (w 0 , w 1 , and w 3 ), denoted as CP L (w 3 ), is 5 under CPPS, while the length of its right CP segment (w 3 , w 7 , and w 8 ), denoted as CP R (w 3 ), is 8 (including its own execution time), which is estimated using the FS-based measurements in Fig. 4 . Similarly, for w 4 , the lengths of its left and right CP segments are 5 under CPPS and 13 based on FS as shown in Fig. 4 , respectively. Since CP(w 4 ) = CP L (w 4 ) + CP R (w 4 ) = 18 is longer than CP(w 3 ) = CP L (w 3 ) + CP R (w 3 ) = 13, w 4 is to be executed exclusively first. It is estimated that the length of CP(w 3 ) would not exceed the length of the original global CP FS based on FS, which is 20, even if we let w 4 run to its completion with exclusive CPU utilization, so in this case, we assign the entire CPU to w 4 until it finishes; otherwise, w 4 would execute exclusively until a certain point and then share with w 3 in a fair manner such that the length of CP(w 3 ) does not exceed the length of the original global CP FS based on FS. The new execution time of w 3 and w 4 is updated in Fig. 5 . This scheduling process is repeated on every mapping node until all the modules are properly scheduled.
Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of the proposed CPPS algorithm in both simulated and experimental network environments in comparison with the fair-share scheduling policy, which is commonly adopted in real systems.
Simulation-based Performance Comparison
Simulation Settings In the simulation, we implement the CPPS algorithm in C++ and run it on a Windows 7 desktop PC equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E7500 of 2.93GHz and 4.00GB memory. We develop a separate program to generate test cases by randomly varying the problem size denoted as a three-tuple (m, |E w |, n), i.e. m modules and |E w | edges in the workflow, and n mapping nodes in the network. For a given problem size, we randomly vary the module complexity and data size within a suitably selected range of values, and create the DAG topology of a workflow as follows: 1) Lay out all the modules sequentially; 2) For each module, create an input edge from a randomly chosen preceding module and create an output edge to a randomly chosen succeeding module (note that the start module has no input and the end module has no output); 3) Repeatedly pick up a pair of modules on a random basis and add a directed edge from left to right between them until we reach the given number of edges.
Given the workflow structure and the number of mapping nodes with randomly generated processing power, we randomly generate the mapping scheme but with some specific topological constraints. In observation of the topological structures of real networks such as ESnet [2] and Internet2 [3], we first topologically sort all modules and then map the modules from each layer of the workflow to the nodes that are within the proximity of the corresponding layer in the network. In the same layer with multiple modules/nodes, a greedy approach is adopted for node assignment.
Note that in the network, we do not need to specify the number of links as a parameter because there must exist a link between two mapping nodes where two adjacent modules are mapped to ensure the feasibility of the given mapping scheme. A random bandwidth is then selected from a suitable range of values and assigned to each link. Since other links without any dependency edges mapped to will not affect the simulation results, they are simply ignored.
Simulation Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed CPPS algorithm, we randomly generate 4 groups of test cases with 4 different numbers of nodes, i.e. n = 5, 10, 15, and 20. For each number of nodes (i.e. each group), we generate 20 problem sizes, indexed from 1 to 20, by varying the number of modules from 5 to 100 at an interval of 5 with a random number of edges.
For each problem size (m, |E w |, n), we generate 10 random problem instances for workflow scheduling with different module complexities, data sizes, node processing powers, link bandwidths, and mapping schemes, and then calculate the average of the performance measurements under both fair-share (FS) and CPPS scheduling. The MED performance improvement or speedup of CPPS over FS, defined as Table 2 . Note that for the problem size indexed by 1 with m = 5, when n > m (i.e. n = 10, 15, and 20), the mapping scheme maps each module one-to-one to a different node without any resource sharing, and hence the scheduling is not applicable (marked by "-" in the table); so are the cases for the problem size indexed by 2 with m = 10 and n = 15 and 20, and the problem size indexed by 3 with m = 15 and n = 20. The average performance improvement measurements together with their corresponding standard deviations are plotted in Fig. 6 . The space for performance improvement largely depends on the given mapping scheme. In small problem sizes, or when the number of modules is comparable to the number of nodes, the modules are likely to be mapped to the nodes in a uniform manner, resulting in a low level of resource sharing, unless there exist some nodes whose processing power are significantly higher than the others in the network. Hence, in these cases, the MED improvement of CPPS over FS is not very obvious. However, as the problem size increases, more modules might be mapped to the same node with more resource sharing, hence leading to a higher performance improvement. This overall trend of performance improvement is clearly reflected in Fig 6. 
Proof-of-concept Experimental Results Using Climate Modeling Workflow
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model [29] has been widely used for regional to continental scale weather forecast. It is also one of the most widely used limited-area model for dynamical downscaling of climate projection by global climate models to provide regional details. The workflow for typical applications of WRF model takes multiple steps, including data preparation and preprocessing, actual model simulation, and postprocessing. Each step could be computationally intensive and/or involve a large amount of data transfer and processing. For a specific climate research project, such procedures have to be performed repeatedly, in the context of either routine short-term weather forecast, or periodic re-initialization of model in dynamical downscaling over the length of a climate projection. Moreover, because of the chaotic nature of the atmospheric system and unavoidable errors in the input data and the imperfection of the model, ensemble approaches have to be adopted with a sufficiently large number of simulations, with slight perturbations to initial conditions or physical parameters, to enhance the robustness of the prediction, or to provide probabilistic forecast for problems of interest. Each single simulation may require a full or partial set of preprocessing and postprocessing, in addition to the model simulation. Collectively, a project in this nature may involve the execution of an overwhelmingly large number of individual programs. A workflowbased management and execution is hence extremely useful to automate the procedure and efficiently allocate the resources to carry out the required computational tasks.
Climate Modeling Workflow Structure
The WRF model [4] is able to generate two large classes of simulations either with an ideal initialization or utilizing real data. In our workflow experiments, the simulations are generated from real data, which usually require preprocessing from the WPS package [5] to provide each atmospheric and static field with fidelity appropriate to the chosen grid resolution for the model.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the WPS consists of three independent programs: geogrid.exe, ungrib.exe, and metgrid.exe. The geogrid program defines the simulation domains and interpolates various terrestrial datasets to the model grids. The user can specify information in the namelist file of WPS to define simulation domains. The ungrib program "degrib" the data and writes them in a simple intermediate format. 
Experimental Settings and Results
As shown in Fig. 8 , in our experiments, we duplicate the entire WPS-WRF workflow to generate three parallel pipelines processing three different instances of input data of sizes 106.03 MBytes, 106.03 MBytes, and 740.89 MBytes, respectively. The testbed network consists of five Linux PC workstations equipped with multi-core processors of speed ranging from 1.0 GHz to 3.2 GHz. The computing requirement (CR) of each module and the processing power (PP) of each computer are measured or estimated using the methods proposed in [32] . In view of the computational complexity of each program, the scheduling experiments consider a subset of the programs in the original workflow, i.e. ungrib.exe, metgrid.exe, real.exe and wrf.exe, which serve as the main data processing routines. In the WPS part of each pipeline, we bundle ungrib.exe and metgrid.exe into one module denoted as w 1 , w 3 , and w 5 , respectively; while in the WRF part of each pipeline, we bundle real.exe and wrf.exe into one module denoted as w 2 , w 4 , and w 6 , respectively. We map modules w 1 , w 3 , and w 5 to dragon.cs.memphis.edu, modules w 2 and w 4 to mouse.cs.memphis.edu, and modules w 6 to cow.cs.memphis.edu. The virtual start and end modules are mapped to the other two machines. The preprocessing program geogrid and postprocessing program ARWpost are executed as part of the piplines, but are not considered for scheduling. We conduct two sets of scheduling experiments on the above mapped workflow using fair-share (FS) and CPPS, respectively. In FS, each module is assigned by the system the default running priority, while in CPPS, we simply use the Linux command "nice" to adjust the level of priority to achieve coarse-grained control of execution. The module execution time and Minimum End-to-end Delay (MED) along the critical path using FS and CPPS are tabulated in Table 3 . We observed that the MED performance improvement in this particular case is about 10.67%. The scheduling results in other cases with different workflow structures and mapping schemes are qualitatively similar. We would particularly like to point out that these small-scale workflow experiments with application-level coarse-grained control are conducted mainly for proof of concept. It is predictable that the performance superiority of CPPS over FS would be manifested much more significantly as the scale of computing workflows and the scope of distributed network environments continue to grow in real-life scientific applications. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we formulated an NP-complete workflow scheduling problem and proposed a Critical Path-based Priority Scheduling (CPPS) algorithm. Extensive simulation results show that CPPS outperforms the traditional fair-share scheduling policy commonly adopted in real systems. We also conducted proof-of-concept experiments based on real-life scientific workflows deployed and executed in a testbed network. However, finding a good on-node scheduling policy and finding a good mapping scheme are not totally independent. CPPS is able to improve the workflow performance over a fair-share algorithm for any given mapping scheme. We recognized that a better performance might be achieved if the interaction between the mapping and the scheduling is considered in the optimization, which will be explored in our future work.
We also plan to further refine the cost models by taking into consideration user and system dynamics and decentralize the proposed scheduling algorithm to adapt it to time-varying network environments. It is of our interest to investigate different ways to implement the scheduling algorithm (at either the application or kernel level) and compare their performances and overheads. We would also like to explore the possibilities to integrate this scheduling algorithm into existing workflow management systems and test it in wide-area networks with a high level of resource sharing dynamics.
